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Abstract
Clinically amyopathic dermatomyositis (CADM) is a rare form of DM characterized by unique 
cutaneous and pulmonary features with no muscle involvement. A subset of patients with 
CADM has a specific antibody known as anti-melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 
(MDA5). The systemic associations of anti-MDA-5 CADM warrant an early recognition and 
management to prevent fetal sequelae. It is seen more commonly in white and Asian female 
individuals. The clinical features of anti-MDA5 antibody-positive CADM in other ethnic groups 
are not well reported. Here, we describe a case of CADM with identified autoantibodies 
against MDA5 in a Sudanese female patient presenting with characteristic cutaneous features 
in association with MDA5 autoantibodies: ulcerated Gottron’s papules, painful palmar pap-
ules, shawl sign, and heliotrope sign. No evidence of pulmonary or systemic involvement was 
identified. Treatment with prednisolone and mycophenolate mofetil was initiated. This case 
emphasizes the importance of keeping a high level of suspicion and to recognize the unique 
clinical feature of this type of DM aiding in early treatment and preventing fatal outcomes.
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Introduction

Dermatomyositis (DM) is an autoimmune disease, known to be one of the idiopathic 
inflammatory myopathies. Classically, it involves both skin and muscles; however, clinical 
subtypes without muscle involvement have been described [1]. More than 15 different auto-
antibodies have been linked to various clinical manifestations of DM [2]. Clinically amyo-
pathic DM (CADM) is a rare form of DM characterized by unique cutaneous and pulmonary 
features with no muscle involvement. The majority of adult and juvenile CADM cases had 
positive autoantibodies against anti-melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5; 
previously CADM140) [1, 3]. Anti-MDA5-positive CADM is seen more commonly in Asian and 
Caucasian female individuals in their fifth and sixth decades. The clinical features of anti-
MDA5 CADM in other ethnic groups is not well reported [1]. Here, we describe the cutaneous 
features of CADM with identified autoantibodies against MDA5 in a Sudanese patient.

Case Presentation

A 45-year-old Sudanese female patient, with no significant medical history, presented to 
our clinic with a 6-week history of different skin lesions: multiple painful and itchy papules 
on bilateral hands involving the knuckles, wrists, and palmar surfaces; multiple psoriatic 
plaques over the knees and elbows; and erythematous rash followed by dyspigmentation 
involving the chest (shawl sign) and periorbital area (heliotrope sign) (shown in Fig. 1). The 
lesions were worsening and increasing in number. She also complained of joint pain involving 
the small joints of bilateral hands, wrists, and ankles. However, she had no history of muscle 
pain. A comprehensive clinical history was obtained, which was not suggestive of internal 
malignancy or pulmonary involvement. Histopathology of the palmar lesions showed mild 
epidermal acanthosis, interface dermatitis with dyskeratotic keratinocytes, mild perivascular 
lymphocytic infiltrate, and a significant increase in mucin deposition in superficial, mid, and 
deep dermis (shown in Fig. 2). Blood tests and autoimmune workup revealed mildly positive 
ANA, high positive MDA-5 antibody, elevated ESR (68 mm/h), and normal creatine kinase and 
aldolase levels. The diagnosis of anti-MDA5 amyopathic DM was established. High-resolution 
computed tomography (CT) of the chest and the pulmonary function test were normal. 
Internal malignancy workup including a CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis was unremarkable. 
Treatment with prednisolone 30 mg daily and mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) 1 g twice daily 
was initiated. Clinical improvement was demonstrated after 3 months of treatment; therefore, 
the dose of prednisolone was gradually tapered by 5 mg every month, and the dose of MMF was 
increased to 1.5 g twice daily. After 7 months of therapy, skin lesions resolved with residual 
hyperpigmentation, with no signs of activity, and her joint pain improved significantly, and she 
has no constitutional symptoms, respiratory symptoms, or muscular pain. Currently, she is well 
controlled on 5 mg of prednisolone once a day and 1.5 g of MMF twice a day.

Discussion

CADM is a rare entity that presents with cutaneous manifestations of classic DM but 
without muscle weakness or abnormal muscle enzymes [1]. A subset of patients with CADM 
has a specific antibody known as anti-MDA5. MDA5 is an RNA-specific helicase, part of innate 
immune system in response to viral infections, and it was first recognized in 2005 as a novel 
marker for CADM with distinctive clinical features [4]. Cutaneous manifestations of anti-MDA 
5 CADM have been described, mainly in Asian and Caucasian populations, and include 
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ulceration at the site of Gottron’s papules with or without necrosis, painful inverse Gottron’s 
papules over the palmar surfaces, panniculitis and severe alopecia. Those patients particu-
larly are at a higher risk of developing interstitial lung disease (ILD), which could be rapidly 
progressive ILD (RP-ILD), and other extracutaneous associations include arthritis, gingival 
pain, isolated high aldolase level, and cardiac involvement [1, 4–6]. The systemic associations 
of anti-MDA 5 CADM warrant an early recognition and management to prevent fetal sequelae.

A 20-fold increased risk of developing RP-ILD was observed in those patients, in 
comparison to other DM patients who have negative MDA5 antibodies; the prevalence of lung 
involvement among these patients is estimated to be 42–100% [5]. This association is not 
fully understood, but endothelial injury of the pulmonary vasculature by these antibodies is 
a suggested theory [5]. It is associated with poor and possibly fetal outcomes, a rapidly 
progressive course within approximately 1-month manifested by dyspnea, low oxygen satu-
ration, and interstitial pulmonary changes on CT [7]. The risk of malignancy with anti-MDA5 
is rare; therefore, additional screening is unnecessary [1].

A suggested therapeutic regimen includes oral systemic therapy by steroids, combined 
with hydroxychloroquine to treat cutaneous lesions and MMF for RP-ILD. Rituximab with 
steroids has been shown to be effective in treating recalcitrant pulmonary disease not 
responding to oral agents alone. Intravenous immunoglobulin and calcineurin inhibitors 
were considered as third-line for recalcitrant cases [2]. The use of MMF is reported to be 
effective in managing ILD associated with autoimmune connective tissue diseases including 
CADM; it improves clinical and radiological manifestations [8, 9].
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d

Fig. 1. a Gottron papules involving extensor surfaces of the interphalangeal joints. b Psoriatic plaques over the 
elbows. c Multiple painful erosive papules involving the palmar surfaces and wrists. d Violaceous discoloration 
of the upper eyelid (heliotrope sign).
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To conclude, our patient presented with the same distinctive cutaneous features seen in 
other ethnic groups. This case emphasizes the importance of keeping a high level of suspicion 
and to recognize the unique clinical feature of this type of DM aiding in early treatment and 
preventing fatal outcomes.
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Fig. 2. a Interface dermatitis with dyskeratotic 
keratinocytes and increase in mucin deposi-
tion in the dermis. b Significant increase in 
mucin deposition throughout the dermis.
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